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should be possible to use either wheel as driver to meet the varying conditions in practice.
Another reason why contact should not be all on one side of the line of centers may be explained as follows:
201. Definitions: Pitch-arc, Arc of Action, Line of Pressure. —The angle through which a gear wheel turns while one of its teeth is in contact with the corresponding tooth in the other gear is called the angle of action. It is found by drawing radial lines from the center to the pitch circle at the two tooth positions corresponding to the beginning and end of engagement. The arc of the pitch circle corresponding to the angle of action is called the arc of action.
The arc of action must be greater than the u pitch arc n (the arc of the pitch circle that includes one tooth and one space), or else contact will cease between one pair of teeth before it begins between the next pair. Constrainment would therefore not be complete, and irregular velocity ratio with noisy action would result.
In Fig. 204, let AB and CD ik- the pitch circles of a, pair of gears and E the describing circle. Let an arc of action be laid off on each of the circles from /Vis Pa, /V, and /V. Through e, about the center 0, draw an addendum circle; /VM tlv.» circle which limits the points of the teeth. Since the cirri;* E is the path of the point of contact, and since the addendum circle limits the points of the teeth, their intersect ion, t\ is the point at which contact ceases, rotation being as indicated by the arrow. If the pitch arc just equals the assumed arc of action, contact will be just beginning at P when it erases at r; but if the pitch arc be greater than the arc: of action, contact will not Ix'gin at P till after it has ceased at r, and then* will be an interval when AB will not drive CD. The greater the arc of action the greater the distance of e from P on the circumference of the describing circle. The direction of pressure between the teeth is always a normal to the tooth surface, and this always passes through the pitch point; therefore the greater the arc of action—i.e.,

